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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents word sense disambiguation for Swedish language where the research is not much focused on. Sense 
disambiguation is majorly focused on English language in the area of Natural language processing and various languages 
remained untouched owing to lack of resources. Now due to advent of multilingual dictionary various languages have started 
gaining attention. We explore Babel net dictionary to disambiguate senses for Swedish language text by making full use of 
ontological network. Synonym set and various relations of Babel net are explored and results are presented. It is observed that 
we achieved promising results and disambiguation for Swedish language opens up new perspective for multilingual word sense 
disambiguation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the most researched problem in the field of Natural language processing as it 

involves resolving the ambiguity of text to make it ready for further applications like text summarization, machine 
translation, etc. There are numerous polysemous words in practically any language and if ignored can hamper the 
presentation of all semantic NLP errands. Consequently, the undertaking of settling the polysemy and picking the most 
fitting importance of a word in setting has been an significant NLP task for quite a while. It is generally alluded to as 
Word Sense Disambiguation. It is complex issue since it includes drawing information from different sources. Huge 
measure of exertion has been placed into settling this issue in AI since its beginning yet the work is as yet continuous.  
 Lexical and semantic information from various languages can be an added advantage to performance improvement of 
WSD but earlier due to lack of resources, the development of the multilingual approach to WSD has been hampered. 
Invent of the multilingual dictionary has paved the idea of achieving sense disambiguation in a novel way. The 
combination of lexical and semantic language-independent information for disambiguation makes the understanding of 
text better and adds more knowledge to the disambiguation process.  
 Deficiency of resources obstructed the growth of multilingual WSD and it is observed that each language has a 
different set of ambiguities. Ambiguous words in one language may have the only single sense in other languages and 
retrieving this sense will boost the sense disambiguation process and making use of resources from the multilingual 
dictionary is an added advantage. The proposed work combines lexical-semantic information from various languages 
together to provide performance enhancement to the WSD system and also opens up a different way of approaching 
multilingual WSD by making use of Babelnet, a wide ontological structure exploring semantic knowledge. The chapter 
concludes with observations and findings depicting the comparison between monolingual and multilingual WSD and 
presents the scores generated which improve the accuracy of multilingual WSD. The chapter concludes that information 
from various languages improves the accuracy of the system and opens up a new perspective for multilingual WSD. 
 English is the most researched language and many languages still need attention in research. We explore Swedish 
language for performing sense disambiguation using Babel Net multilingual dictionary to analyze the behavior of the 
system. The system relies on knowledge based and unsupervised approach. The results are presented and discussed and 
experiments have shown that word sense disambiguation performs well for Swedish language.  
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review which highlights the research work 
of various researchers, section 3 describes the proposed methodology used which includes working with Swedish 
language and making use of multilingual dictionary Babel net and the working of Word sense disambiguation 
engine. Section 4 focuses on results and discussions and section 5 sums up with conclusion. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The Knowledge-based approach is one of the approaches and fundamental concept of WSD. It makes use of external 
resources like a dictionary to perform sense disambiguation. Various algorithms which are part of the knowledge-based 
approach are discussed below. Lesk’s algorithm also called as overlap approach [10] uses the dictionary definitions and 
the correct sense of the word in a given context is determined using the overlap between the definition of target words 
and the words of the current context. Tested on some short samples and news stories, the average accuracy observed was 
50-60%. Banerjee et al. in [1] modified the original Lesk algorithm to include a richer knowledge base called Wordnet. 
They modified the original Lesk algorithm to take advantage of the strongly connected elements and relationship sets 
among synsets. The overall accuracy observed was 31.7% where 1374 of 4328 test instances were disambiguated 
correctly. Satisfactory performance of WSD is far from being achieved as this approach is dependent on a dictionary. 
Overlap based approached includes usage of dictionary for disambiguation and overlap between clue words from the 
context and dictionary definitions lack strong intersection as dictionary definitions are generally very small which lacks 
the distributional constraints of different word senses and leads to topic drift due to the wrong overlap. 
 The concept of selection preference or restrictions is best described by Philip Resnik in [2] and [3]. This approach 
used large corpora and models the selectional preferences of predicates by combining observed frequencies with 
knowledge about the semantic classes of their arguments and results achieved were 44% when tested on Brown corpus. 
The approach needs exhaustive knowledge base for disambiguation and if provided will boost the performance accuracy. 
Conceptual density approach using wordnet is proposed by Agirre et al. in [4] where the concept is to select a sense 
based on the relatedness of that word sense to the context. Measure of relatedness determines how close the concept 
represented by the word and concept represented by the context words are. It was tested on sense tagged version of 
brown corpus and the observed precision was 47.3%. The advantage is that it doesn’t require tagged corpus but fails to 
capture strong clues provided by proper nouns in the context. 
 Random walks was worked by Agirre et al. and discussed in [5] which is a graph-based approach where a vertex is 
added for each possible sense of the word present in the context. Weighted edges are added to the graph-based on the 
semantic similarity and using the graph-based ranking algorithm, the score of each sense or vertex is retrieved and the 
vertex with the highest sense is selected as the winner sense. Weights capture the definition based semantic similarity 
and satisfactory accuracy was observed. The algorithm is portable, but the only requirement is the lexicon. The 
structured hierarchical semantic network was used to find the closeness between the words especially nouns to show how 
close the concept represented by word and concept represented by context words are. Algorithm fails to capture strong 
clues provided by proper nouns in the context. The approach to disambiguate senses was based on gloss expansion as 
discussed in [6] where additional information on ambiguous words are included in the context and provide a scoring 
method to resolve the ambiguity and 80.1% accuracy was observed when applied on TWA corpus.  
  The various knowledge-based approach discussed above is focussed more on English language and it was observed 
that very little work is reported on Indian languages to the best of our knowledge and a lot of research is still at the very 
basic level when it comes to Indian languages. Research has begun for Hindi language but still, more exposure is 
required. The research papers on Indian language WSD using knowledge-based approach were presented in [7-21]. 
Languages used were Punjabi and regional language Hindi and all the papers make use of wordnet and it is observed 
that knowledge-based approach are one of the good approaches to work for WSD as it doesn’t require the burden of the 
corpus. It relies on external resources like wordnet or any lexicon which help in sense disambiguation. The drawbacks of 
this approach are that proper nouns are not part of the dictionary which results in topic drift and dictionary definitions 
are very small which results in the minimum overlap and poor accuracy. 
The unsupervised approach works with plain raw text and is not dependent on labelled data. This approach divides the 
occurrence of the specific word into several classes to decide whether the occurrence of the word has the same sense or 
not. The most important task of this approach is to identify the sense clusters as the training is done on the raw corpus. 
The research papers on the unsupervised approach used for disambiguation are presented below.  
 Chaplot et.al. in [22] describes an unsupervised approach to WSD using sense dependency and selective dependency. 
This system was tested on SensEval-2, SensEval-3 mad SemEval 2007 for English all words dataset and this approach 
had outperformed many state-of-the-art systems. Navigli et.al. in [23] describes graph-based methods for unsupervised 
word sense disambiguation where they proposed a variety of measures that analyze the connectivity of graph structures, 
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thereby identifying the most relevant word senses. Tested on the semCor and Senseval-3, average accuracy is observed. 
The most famous algorithm depicting unsupervised approach was proposed by Yarowsky in [24]. The system worked 
with unlabelled data of English Language and the algorithm is based on constraints - which words tend to have one 
sense per discourse and one sense per collocation and accuracy crosses 96% for polysemy words. Automatic retrieval and 
clustering of similar words were discussed in [25] in which the similarity between two words is based on the information 
content of the single features. Hindi WSD was performed using the unsupervised approach based on the concept of 
network agglomeration in [26]. A sentence graph is created for a given sentence and from the sentence graph, 
interpretation graph is generated for each of the interpretation of the sentence. Network agglomeration is computed to 
identify the desired interpretation and tested on health and tourism corpus; this method yields an average accuracy of 
around 52%. 

 Chen et al. in [27] explored dependency knowledge for unsupervised approach and argued that existing systems are 
focussed on specific topics or words and broad coverage is required for WSD system. Dependency knowledge is acquired 
through parsing and the system was tested on SemEval 2007 dataset and achieved the performance nearly equal to the 
supervised setting. Nica et al. in [28] introduced a novel WSD algorithm to influence the performance of WSD systems 
in an unsupervised setting. The system was tested on Spanish language and restricted to nouns and tested on Senseval 
dataset. The method is easily adaptable across other languages provided a corpus of that language is available. Minkov 
et al. in [29] learned graph-based similarity measures for extracting the word synonym from a plain text that resolve the 
matter by calculating the similarity score which becomes difficult as every context ambiguous word is being connected to 
every clue word in some or other way. Multiple meanings of an ambiguous word being connected to clue words in the 
ontological network give a similar score. The machine fails to disambiguate due to similar score and hence does not 
achieve a satisfactory score for performance.  
 Agirre et al. in [30] discuss WordNet-based distributional similarity approaches on Spanish/English datasets. The 
authors make use of disambiguated glosses and achieved the best results for wordnet based systems on WordSim353 
dataset. Distributional similarity concept was used to cover out of vocabulary words and provided the best results in an 
unsupervised setting. Various similarity measures are well explored by Meng et al. in [31]. The ambiguous word has 
multiple meanings and the algorithm needs to check all subtrees with different paths meanings to determine the measure 
and different paths may lead to similar score resulting in poor performance. From the literature review conducted for the 
unsupervised approach, it is observed that the accuracy of unsupervised systems is lowest as compared to the other two 
approaches as it works with raw untagged text which results in the formation of clusters. Two clusters may overlap in 
terms of similarity which may disturb the disambiguation process. 
 A survey of word sense disambiguation was observed for 158 languages using word embeddings and results were 
promising[32]. A work on Sense annotated Swedish corpus was carried out by Richard et al., where they developed 
new annotation tool[33]. SALDO lexicon was used to perform sense disambiguation for Swedish language and their 
approach showed promising results for nouns rather than verbs[34]. It is observed that not much work is reported on 
Word sense disambiguation in multilingual setting to the best of our knowledge and it needs to be explored using 
various state of the art Word sense disambiguation methods. Section 3 discusses the methodology and the working of 
the system. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 The philosophy utilizes knowledge based and unsupervised way to deal with sense disambiguation. At first we tried 
different things with knowledge based way to deal sense distinctions and investigated the ontological structure of Babel 
Net to decide the relations, for example, parent node, child node, sub class, meronyms , and so on. Synset and gloss in 
spite of the fact that aides in disambiguation however precision of the framework are at standard the best. The 
explanation is the definition of synset being too small and shine doesn't give adequate insights for disambiguation which 
decreases the general score. To fortify the exactness of the framework, different relations are investigated and it is seen 
that utilizing hypernyms, holonyms and hyponym alongside synset and gloss assists with boosting the framework 
precision. The dataset utilized is the unlabelled physically made corpus. 
 

3.1 Babel Net 
The Babelnet is a huge multilingual ontological network incorporating lexical semantic and syntactic knowledge 

from various languages [1]. Section 3.3 represents the working of Word sense disambiguation with the algorithm for 
the same. 
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3.2 Working 

 The figure below represents the knowledge based approach to word sense disambiguation.  

INPUT 
SENTENCE WSD ENGINE 

DICTIONARY 

DISAMBIGUATED 
SENSE 

 
 

Figure 1 Proposed methodology  

 

 The methodology works by accepting input in Swedish language and exploring dictionary synset, gloss and various 
other relations such as hypernym, holonym and hyponym. The Babel Net displays the score of each value retrieved 
which helps in disambiguation and works towards improving the accuracy of the system. Various features of senses are 
explained below. 

a) Hypernym:Each listed hypernym is superordinate to this word. This word’s referent is (one of) the kind(s) of things 
each hypernym refers to. For example,placental is a hypernym of bat; 
 b) Hyponym: Each listed hyponym is subordinate to this word. For example,hen is a hyponym of bird; the bird is a 
hyponym of avertebrate; 
c) Holonym: Each listed holonym has this entry’s referent as a part of itself; this entry’s referent is part of each listed 
holonym. For example,forest is a holonym of a tree (forests contain trees); The tree is a holonym of bark; The body is a 
holonym of an arm which is a holonym of elbow. 

The working begins by representing a sentence in terms of a sequence of words µ and the different senses of 
the ambiguous word t are collected in S represented as synonym set from the BabelNet. Context words are collected in 
Ctx which includes all the words other than the target word t. Context words are the clue words which helps in sense 
disambiguation. A feature bag is generated which represents the ontological features such as Hypernym, Holonym and 
Hyponym of context words from the BabelNet. Ontological features of the target word are not considered as synset 
definition of target word is sufficient for disambiguation and features of target word generates too many scores which 
complicate the task. Feature bag of context words generates a score for each feature of the sense. The score represents 
the distance of the target word from the clue word in the ontology represented as a graph The generated score is added to 
the score of the synset of the target word. This generates a ΔScore and the minimum distance is calculated to represent 
the correct sense which is the global score returned as the answer.  
 

3.3 Scoring distribution 

Scoring distribution is calculated using the Inverse path length sum measure which scores each sense by summing 
over the inverse length of all paths which connect it to other senses in the graph. 

scorej=   p                                                                                (1) 

where paths(sj) is the set of simple paths connecting sj to the senses of other context words. Length (p) is the 
number of edges in the path p and each path is scored with the exponential inverse decay of the path length. 
Section 4 represents the results and observations and error analysis. The scores received for beach water sense 
disambiguation are presented below 
strand vatten 
0 
strand 
0.1875 
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0.375 
bn:00009263n 
An area of sand sloping down to the water of a sea or lake 
1 
vatten 
0.15625 
0.3125 
bn:00011766n 
The part of the earth's surface covered with water (such as a river or lake or ocean) 
1 
vatten 
0.125 
0.25 
bn:00042379n 
Binary compound that occurs at room temperature as a clear colorless odorless tasteless liquid; freezes into ice below 0 
degrees centigrade and boils above 100 degrees centigrade; widely used as a solvent 
 

4. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
The snapshot of lexical sample task used for our experiments is represented below in Table 1and results followed 

by a discussion for each of the experiments. The goal of our experiments is to initially establish a competitive 
baseline using unsupervised learning algorithms and the best combination of features that yield the highest accuracy 
to boost the disambiguation system. WSD framework evaluation is performed on a manually created corpus for 
Swedish language consisting of polysemous nouns, for the Swedish lexical sample task. 

Table 1: Ambiguous words 
Sr.No SWEDISH 

1 Ärm (arm) 

2 pommes frites (chips) 

3 Fladdermus(Bat) 

4 Bank 

5 strand vatten (water) 
6 Kran(Crane) 

7 Aska(ash) 

8 Stock 

9 Pen(penna) 

10 Träd(Tree) 

Features of Babelnet senses are extracted from the synset(S), the gloss of synset member, hypernymy , hyponymy , 
synset gloss of Hypernymy-hyponymy relation , holonymy and gloss of holonymy. We tested these features on several 
instances and results are represented by taking the maximum of the global scores received. It is observed from the table 
above that combining all the features of BabelNet senses gives us an improved accuracy of 50%. The results after 
combining various relations are presented below in table 2. 

Table 2: Performance analysis using BabelNet features 
Features Global Score Accuracy in % 

Synset 0.0869 20 

Gloss 0.1254 22 
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Synset and  Gloss  0.6532 23 

Hypernym  0.1112 20 

Hyponym 0.5642 30 

Holonym 0.6323 30 

Hypernym and Holonym  0.2525 35 

Holonym and Hyponym 0.4323 38 

Hypernym and Hyponym 0.4125 40 

Hypernym, Holonym and Hyponym 0.6987 45 

Synset, Gloss, Hypernym, Holonym 

and Hyponym 

0.6989 50 

 

 To obtain a superior comprehension concerning why the framework neglected to disambiguate in certain cases and 
how the outcomes could be improved, we played out an itemized investigation of our test sentences. This showed that 
there are various explanations for the same as the lacking of context clues, relations such as ancestors and predecessors 
were drifted apart which failed the disambiguation and undetected multi-word articulations. In some cases we didi not 
receive the relations which gave a reduced score. The conclusions and future scope are represented in section 5. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 The ontological structure of the dictionary using the knowledge-based approach also boosts the disambiguation 
accuracy and observed an overall accuracy of 50%. Limitations of the dictionary-based approach and lack of world 
knowledge leads to the creation of word and sense embeddings which are useful in NLP for disambiguation task as it 
gives promising results. The results discussed showed that sense embeddings after sense bag creation helped to improve 
the disambiguation accuracy and came close to baseline accuracy 
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